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Introduction
This exercise provides an overview of using Google Scholar to search for peer-reviewed GIS literature for a variety of
applications. In order to begin thinking about a potential project, it is important to review existing literature in order to
understand how GIS has been applied to your field of research. Peer-reviewed publications provide methods and
techniques used, and often provide insight to potential data sources.

Setting up Google Scholar
Google Scholar is a freely accessible web search engine that indexes the full text or metadata of scholarly
literature across an array of publishing formats and disciplines. In order to set it up for this exercise:
1. Go to Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.com/) and select settings

2. Click on Library links tab, type Tufts into search bar, check it when it appears in the list below, select save.
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Now use Google Scholar for an initial search pass.
Use search terms for topics in which you are interested (e.g., climate change, renewable energy, school
transportation, natural disasters, etc.) and add GIS-related terms such as GIS (there will be confusion with GIs,
soldiers in US army), “geographic information”, geospatial, spatial, geographic, etc. Also, to find articles that are
reviews, add review, meta-analysis, and lessons. Feel free to also set the time period as needed (ex. 2005 or
later).
Additional geospatial analysis terms:
o Suitability
o Siting
o Site suitability
o Pattern
o Cluster
o Density
o Vulnerability
o Proximity
o Prioritize
o Accessibility or access
o Built environment
Additional geographic region search terms:
o Global
o Continental (ex. Africa)
o National (ex. Kenya)
Make sure that you are using peer-reviewed articles that have been cited and referenced.
o When evaluating articles review methods, limitations, references, citations, contact information.
You can choose a custom year range
Once you’ve found something, then click on “Get this item at Tufts”. This goes to the Tufts Library database.
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Two examples of searches using a combination of geospatial analysis terms.

Example 1: “nuclear siting GIS”

Example 2: “prioritizing energy GIS”
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Sometimes it is helpful to add the term “review” to find published literature reviews
(bibliographies) on a specific topic.

Example 1: “GIS social inequality review”

Example 2: “vulnerability GIS humanitarian review”
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Sometimes you will get results on GIs and will need to expand your search terms to
“geographic information systems, geospatial, etc.”

Example 1: “Iraq gis” search returning articles on GIs.

Example 2: “GIS” search expanded to “geographic information systems”
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Try using the keywords provided. Use the References to discover earlier articles and
Cited by/Citations to discover later articles.

Example 1: Keywords used from Tufts University journal Disasters.

Example 2: Other articles referenced and articles citing the publication.
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Example 3: Check “include citations” to discover later articles.
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